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And on we go...
We watch the news from around the world and see how different countries are
progressing or not against the Corona Virus.  Definitely a shift in hot spots and
you probably have seen that India is one of the rapidly spreading areas right
now.  So sad to see so much pain and struggle in many places.  Not
surprisingly we also are seeing significant spread here.  There has been a
partial opening of the lock-down now after 3 months, but the timing does seem
a bit funny with increasing cases.  But as in all places people need to get back
to work and the economy needs to get going again.  Public transportation and
long-distance travel is still shut down.  The exceptions that were made was one
reason for the significant increase, as they allowed a huge amount of migrant
workers to return from India where of course there had already been exposure
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for many.  Its been a difficult task as they tried quarantining throughout the
country, but those populous centers have become their own problem.  More
and more are now just gone back to their homes all over the country. Testing is
still limited and it's still hard to know the accurate picture of the situation.  The
country is also starting to allow the return of people that have been stuck all
over the world.  Again there are plans for checking at the airports and
quarantine, but it is a huge undertaking for sure.  Other international travel is
still closed for now.

I know its funny, but time still seems to be passing very quickly in so many
ways.  On the other hand it also often feels like nothing happens or gets done. 
The irony of it!   Perhaps you've also be there?   Now stores and offices are
opening, but there are still not suppose to be gatherings, schools, etc.  A big
difference now when I do go out, with so many more people out and about.  But
social distancing and cleanliness is a really tough call around here, and with
new cases right in our own area, one hates to encourage the close contact kind
of mixing that is so prevalent in this culture.

Basic food supplies were distributed to over

250 families throughout the Far West Hilly

districts.  Other work has also been done by

individual groups in their own areas.  Another

proposal has been submitted to help up to an

additional 380 families in need and work will

soon begin on this.  Ask that even more

serving may be attempted for the true needs

that are there.  It's not a simple or easy task,

but it has much potential.  This needs to be

spearheaded by the local family.
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Arrival of relief food into a remote northern village.  The only way to get it there.

I've finished my research final paper.  However there is no way to get into
Kathmandu to do the submission to the University.  Now that the office there is
opened, I have e-mailed so that possibly things can move ahead that way, but
we'll see what happens.  I now need to work on the proposal for a new project
for the next few years.  This too is quite a big step to decide and do.  I'm looking
at working on some research that could also help and benefit a bit in ongoing
work with Leprosy affected in the villages.  We'll see how that comes together.

In the meantime, it doesn't feel like much has been happening, but we continue
to have some internet meetings and even a couple chances for me to teach
that way.  Also we continue to meet as our organization team though currently
spread all over the world.  A couple families have recently been able to
evacuate back to the States for a break, but others are still waiting to try to
return back here.  I'm sure you too have not found life totally back to normal
yet.  Since we haven't even reached the first peak over here, I assume its going
to be a while.  Thankfully I have been overall feeling better physically, and
trusting that momentum will continue.  We also have just started monsoon
season - never my favorite time of the year with the rains, gloominess, and high
humidity.  Weather has been quite weird at times though, so who knows what
that will look like this year.

May I be able to see and respond to the opportunities that open, even during
this strange time.  Also looking again for specific areas I can work and be
helpful in the future as well.  There are many limitations, so He will need to
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open the way.  We especially still need those locally who will be called and be
willing to step up and be equipped for the great task that remains.
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And on we go... We watch the news from around the world and see how
different countries are progressing or not against the Corona Virus.
Definitely a shift in hot spots and you probably have seen that India is
one of the rapidly spreading areas right now.  So sad to see so much pain
and struggle in many places.  Not surprisingly we also are seeing
significant spread here.  There has been a partial opening of the lock-down
now after 3 months, but the timing does seem a bit funny with increasing
cases.  But as in all places people need to get back to work and the
economy needs to get going again.  Public transportation and long-distance
travel is still shut down.  The exceptions that were made was one reason
for the significant increase, as they allowed a huge amount of migrant
workers to return from India where of course there had already been
exposure for many.  Its been a difficult task as they tried quarantining
throughout the country, but those populous centers have become their own
problem.  More and more are now just gone back to their homes all over the
country. Testing is still limited and it's still hard to know the accurate
picture of the situation.  The country is also starting to allow the return
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of people that have been stuck all over the world.  Again there are plans
for checking at the airports and quarantine, but it is a huge undertaking
for sure.  Other international travel is still closed for now.

I know its funny, but time still seems to be passing very quickly in so
many ways.  On the other hand it also often feels like nothing happens or
gets done.  The irony of it!   Perhaps you've also be there?   Now stores
and offices are opening, but there are still not suppose to be gatherings,
schools, etc.  A big difference now when I do go out, with so many more
people out and about.  But social distancing and cleanliness is a really
tough call around here, and with new cases right in our own area, one hates
to encourage the close contact kind of mixing that is so prevalent in this
culture.

*Basic food supplies were distributed to over 250 families throughout the
Far West Hilly districts.  Other work has also been done by individual
groups in their own areas.  Another proposal has been submitted to help up
to an additional 380 families in need and work will soon begin on this.
Ask that even more serving may be attempted for the true needs that are
there.  It's not a simple or easy task, but it has much potential.  This
needs to be spearheaded by the local family.*
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Arrival of relief food into a remote northern village.  The only way to get
it there.
I've finished my research final paper.  However there is no way to get into
Kathmandu to do the submission to the University.  Now that the office
there is opened, I have e-mailed so that possibly things can move ahead
that way, but we'll see what happens.  I now need to work on the proposal
for a new project for the next few years.  This too is quite a big step to
decide and do.  I'm looking at working on some research that could also
help and benefit a bit in ongoing work with Leprosy affected in the
villages.  We'll see how that comes together.

In the meantime, it doesn't feel like much has been happening, but we
continue to have some internet meetings and even a couple chances for me to
teach that way.  Also we continue to meet as our organization team though
currently spread all over the world.  A couple families have recently been
able to
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